












LOGON RIGHTS

Name Meaning

Access this computer from the
network

Allows/prevents users from connecting to the computer
from another computer over the network.

Logon locally Allows/prevents the user to interactively log on to com-
puter.

PRIVILEGES

Name Meaning

Add workstations to the domain Allows users to add computers to the current domain.

Backup/restore files Allows users to make/restore backups of files and
folders.

Traverse Folders Allows users to access files on which they have permis-
sions through a path of folders over which they may
have no permissions.

Change the system time Allows users to modify the computer's internal clock.

Install device drivers Allows users to install and uninstall Plug and Play
device drivers.

Shut down the system Allows users to turn off the local computer.

Take ownership of files and other
objects

Allows users to take ownership (become the new own-
er) of any object with security attributes (including files,
folders, Active Directory objects, etc .).
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List

FOLDERS

Name Description

List Allows listing the folder: show the files and subfolders that it contains.

Read Allows listing the folder and reading the contents of its children files
and subfolders along with their owners, permissions and attributes
(system, read only, hidden, etc.).

Write Allows the creation of new files and subfolders in the folder. Allows
modifying the attributes of the folder, as well as viewing the owner,
permissions and attributes.

Read and Execute Allows the access to the hierarchy of subfolders below the folder,
even if you do not have permissions on them. It also includes all the
permissions of Read and List.

Modify Allows the deletion of the folder plus all the permissions inside Write
and Read and Execute.

Full Control Allows changing permissions and taking ownership of the folder, de-
leting any of the folder's void subfolders and files (even without per-
missions on them), plus all the previous permissions.

FILES

Name Description

Read Allows reading the contents of the file, along with its ownership, per-
missions and attributes (system, read-only hidden, etc.).

Write Allows change/overwrite the contents of the file, modify its attributes
and read its owner, permissions and attributes.



FILES

Name Description

Read and Execute Allows the execution of the file (if it is executable), and the permis-
sions included in Read.

Modify Allows deleting the file, plus all the permissions included in Write
and Read and Execute.

Full Control Allows changing permissions and taking ownership of the file, plus all
the previous permissions.

Name Description

Traverse Folder/Execute File Applied to a folder, it allows using its subfolders (in
which you may have no permissions) in order to access
an object (in which you do have permissions). Applied
to a file, it allows executing it.

List Folder/Read Data Applied to a folder, it allows showing the folder's con-
tents (subfolders and files). Applied to a file, it allows
reading its contents.

Read Attributes Allows reading the regular NTFS attributes of the folder/
file (e.g., hidden).

Read Extended Attributes Allows reading the extended (application-defined) NT-
FS attributes of the folder/file.

Create Files/Write Data Applied to a folder, it allows the creation of files inside.
Applied to a file, it allows editing and overwriting its con-
tents.

Create Folders/Append Data Applied to a folder, it allows the creation of subfolders
inside. Applied to a file, it allows the addition of data at
the end of it.

Write Attributes Allows modifying the regular NTFS attributes of the
folder/file.

Write Extended Attributes Allows modifying the extended (application-defined)
NTFS attributes of the folder/file.

Delete Allows deleting the folder or file.

Delete Subfolders and Files It only applies to folders. It allows for the deletion of the
folder's (void) subfolders and files, even without having
the Delete permission on them.

Read Permissions Allows reading the permissions of the folder or file.

Change Permissions Allows modifying the permissions of the folder or file.

Take Ownership Allows taking ownership (become the owner) of the
folder or file.



List Read

and Execute

Permission FC M R&E L R W

Traverse Folder / Execute File + + + +

Read Folder / Read Data + + + + +

Read Attributes + + + + +

Read Extended Attributes + + + + +

Create Files / Write Data + + +

Create Folders / Append Data + + +

Write Attributes + + +

Write Extended Attributes + + +

Delete + +

Delete Subfolders and Files +

Read Permissions + + + + + +

Change Permissions +

Take Ownership +

Take ownership

Full Control Take ownership

of files or other objects

Restore files and

Folders

Change Per-

missions Full Control
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